MASONS' MARKS
By thelateF. A. GIRLING,
F.S.A.
Themarlcof a MasterMason
The church at Rickinghall Superior is one of the few in Suffolk
upon which the master mason has left his signature. Cautley
describesit as `. . . the finest mason's mark known to the writer,
composedof square and compass'. It is incised on a stone in the
south-westbuttress of the tower (Fig. 27, a).
A comparable arrangement of square and compassesis to be
seen on a carved oak spandrel at Halesworth, which forms part of
the doorhead of a wide doorway into a yard on the north side of
The Square (Fig. 27, d). They are carved on a shieldwhich is surrounded by vine trails and bunches of grapes. The carving appears
to date from the sixteenth century. Probably the house was that
of a master mason or master carpenter.
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Square and compasses are carved on the tomb of Hugues
Libergier, master mason, at St. Nicaise,Reims, who died in 1263.
At St. duen-de-Rouen, there are sepulchral slabs to the master
masonsor architects,Alexandrede Bernevalwho died in 1440,and
Colin de Berneval. Both hold compasses and an architectural
design.2
On the dexter spandrel of the same doorhead at Halesworth,
there is a carved figureof a man in Tudor dress. He is dwarfed by
the large scale of the stylisedfoliageand contorted stems, possibly
of vines,which occupy most of the area of the spandrel.
Dr. Theodore Fisher3 suggested that the figure represents an
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architect or a clerk of the works, and that the object he is carrying
is'a roll of architectural drawings. In the sixteenth century master
masons and master carpenters acted as architects, in addition to
doing the practical work of building.

The marlcsof a mastermasonandof his assistant
Beneath the west window of the tower of the church at Uggeshall,
which appears to date from about 1500 or soon after, there is an
inscription asking for prayers for the souls of the donor and his wife.
At the end of the inscription there are two shields. On the first is
of a mason's axe together with an object
incised a representation
On the second shield
which is probably a mason's hammer-axe.
there is a square and another hammer-axe (Fig. 27, b; Plate XXIX,
a). It seems probable that when the master mason and his assistant had finished carving the inscription, they signed their work by
placing their marks, within shields, at the end of it. Davies,4
quoting Koch, tells us that master masons were allowed to enclose
their own sign within a shield. At St. Stephan's Vienna, the mark
of the master mason, Anton Pilgrams, 1513, is enclosed within a
shield.5
Salzman states that the axe and the hammer-axe formed the
badge of the mason's craft.6 On the tomb of an unknown mason,
c. 1423, at East Winch, Norfolk, the hammer-axe and square are
carved in high relief. According to Coultop, the stone-axe or
stone-hammer was almost as definite a badge of the mason as the
square and compasses.7 An axe was used as a mason's mark at the
church of St. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.5

A doubtfulmason'smark
On a carved stone which originally formed part of the fifteenth
century church at Walberswick,5 there is a device which might
possibly be the mark of Richard Russell, who was the senior of the
two masons who contracted for the building of the church tower
in 1426.10 The design consists of a cross-saltire with bifid ends to the
cross-pieces and two Gothic capital 'R.'s. These initial letters are of
unusual form, but Mr. Leslie Dow and Mr. D. Charman confirm
that they are probably `R's (Fig. 27, c: Plate XXIX, b). The cornH. W. Davies, Devicesof the Early Printers, (1935).
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bination of two `R's is rare in the fifteenth century.
They could
relate to -Richard Russell, but perhaps this conjecture should be
regarded rather as a possibility than as a probability.
The cross-saltire occurs in various personal marks, merchants'
marks and masons' marks.
A good example, with the initials 1.A.,
is carved on a shield on a table tomb of an unknown man in the
church at Hitchin, Hertfordshire.
At Bristol, Hudd 11records the mark of Richard Lucas, butcher,
1446. This is a cross-saltire with a broad arrow and a Gothic
small 'r'. On a bench-end at Kidlington, Oxfordshire, there is
carved a cross-saltire with looped ends to the cross-pieces.
In the
centre is a Gothic capital 'T'.
It probably stands for Thomas of
Kidlington, Abbot of Oseney, 1330-1373. 12
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